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NEWSLETTER
No. 150. January 1973-

EDITORIAL

Wargaming con be all things to all
men, but to me it is a stimulating and
comradely enterprise carried on without
argument or rancour between a group of
close friends in an untidy and cluttered
wargames room. Conventions, plushy

magazines, high powered advertisements and the surfeit of model soldiers are relative
ly recent arrivals on the wargames scene and no doubt all play their part in attract
ing the ever increasing numbers to the hobby, nevertheless, there is a superficiality
about wargaming which never existed in those early days when all the wargamers in
Great Britain seemed to know each other!

With all that in mind, it is very pleasing to record that last weekend I took
part in quite a small, easily arranged and relatively insignificant event which
carried all the spontaneity, the warmth and friendship that sets one off again on the
wargaming trail, full of vigour and enthusiasm. The half a dozen or so players who
meetatmynouse every Thursday evening for a wargame have never really managed to get
to grips with the Ancient Rules of the Wargamos Research Council and, conscious that
so many competent and well-known players use them, we felt that we ought to improve
our knowledge of them. So we went to the fountain head and enlisted the aid of one
of their devisors, Bob O'Brien of the Worthing Club who, aided by another very fine
painter and wargamer, Malcolm Woolgar, set aside an entire day in Worthing for our
party of seven to attend a "teach-in" and demonstration wargome using these rules.
The warmth of their welcome and their efforts to aid us, plus a very fine lunch and
some good wine, made it a memorable day. Back here in Southampton, we are busily
organising extra evenings to familiarise ourselves with these rules and the new stimu
lus has been given to our wargaming activities. We are planning to invite Bob and
Malcolm back to Southampton in a challenge match (when we have learnt a bit more about
the rules) plus more food and wine!

With the greatest of pleasure I mention that my very good friend and excellent
wargamer, Ron Miles (winner of this years Modern Championship) has accepted the
appointment of Works Manager at Miniature Figurines Limited. Neville Dickinson is to
be congratulated on securing the services of such a knowledgeable enthusiast and Ron
Miles should count himself lucky that he is going to be able to earn a living at the
same time as he is immersed in his hobby. Both Ron and Neville Dickinson have done
much for our hobby and it is hoped that this partnership will go to great heights -
there's enough know-how there anyway!

DON PEATHERSTONE

Subscription Rates;- £2.10p in the United Kingdom: Overseas £2.25p (#6.00 in U.S.A.
#6.20 in Canada - including Bank Handling Charge).
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Quest \^/riter of the ^/[qnth.
APPRECIATING THE SITUATION

i-y

Ronald W.Sargent

(Ron Sargent, an enthusiastLc member of the Wessex Military Socisty, has recent
ly retired from being a Regimental Sergeant-Major in the Harapihire Regiment. He has
spent some time in Guyana whilst training their army an- now works for the Foreign
Office. Unfortunately for the tfussex Kilitary Society, Hen has te?n poster, to Warsaw
and leaves bhortly.)

There muss be numsrous wargamers who, when faced with a tactical situation on
the wazganes cable, have wished that there was some way of getting their mind to
think in c logical sequence so as to enable them to arrive a-1 a solution. After all,
vargemers in the main ere not professional soldier:, arc the distractions, such as a
supposedly superior opponent, complicatec rules, or j\'"t tns fact that there ire so
m-.n„ figuree or. the table that it ic hard no dooida which to move first, can cor.ipli-

c-i be the ability to thiol clearly.

This problem is just at real to coiamendera In actual warfare vhere the distrac
tions can be somewhat more uncomfortable, besides having been true in all arfliaa of
f-11 times. To put it in military parlance, what the wargaaer is trying Lo do is make
an appreciation of 'he situation.

Durinp the secon-i 'sforld W«-r British officers and nor.-oom.iiir;.--ionod officers ware
saugbt a sequence -;o logical thinking when making on appreciation which was easily
remembered by the simple phrase "On Friday Comes Pay". The first letter of aach word
of thi? little true.-.-:') gnve hem a clue in the sequent. II: worked like this: -

C = Objdot
F - Factors

0 = Courses

? ••= Plan

.Objoct is now anaetimea termed the aim or mission. Whatever you call it it
means what ;-cu pre trying to bohinve. Tc capture a certain wood, to rendez~ou« at
such an? such a ;rosn road, or deny a village to the enesy for say four gam;- movea
ore all examples of xiossible objects.. It is important tc remember that the Object
must be kepi- in mind throughout th* resaindar of the sequence.

Factor.-: means things that yuu have to cake into account if you are to echinva
the Object. These ssi oe considerable, an' range from the enemy's known strength,
and your own available forces, to the time scale, and if you Bre U3ing such rules;
the weather also car. be a factor.

A knowledge nf the factor.-, will help the wargamer to determine whs": courses of
action are open to him. Here it is well to a;'d that account should also be taken of
the liksly ouursoc open to the enemy and whs t you inv.?nd to do to counter them because
the e^.eny commander is also nuking his own appreciation of the situation sis he sees

It is ?-. combination of the fedora and the courses, keeping th: Object constant
ly in aihd, that enabled the wargomer to make hin plan. Remember that the most per
fect]:; thought out plat is useless if it does not maintain the Object.. Mhke tha plan
flexible with at least a couple of alternate courses of action should things not go
!hc way you van**-. It is ri common pit fall to read a situation as ycu want to see it
3nd not a; it really i.-, and history abounds with examples of generals who have come
unstuck over this.

2on't get the idea though that what I have written is a magic formula for vic
tory evsry ::ine you cc battle. It isn't, end never could be more than an aid to
clear thinking. It does, however, hold true for all commanders, from the Corporal
commanding a section attack to the General faced with planning a groat army offen
sive. The outline of their thinking is bound to fall into the headings I have out
lined <



BATTLE REPORT

OF THE MONTH

by Mike Blake and Steve Curtis

INCIDENT AT PESETO GRANDE

c 1889.

Mexican Rurales (Mike Blake) v US Cavalry (Ian Colwill)
v The Hole in the Fence Gang (Steve Curtis)

THE BACKGROUND

The game was played with the Western Gunfight Rules, modified to the new percent
age firing system from the Colonial Skirmish Rules, both recently advertised in the
Newsletter. (The Gunfight Rules 50p; the Colonial Rules £1; available from Steve
Curtis, 10 Hurle Crescent, Bristol BS8 2TA.) The three sided approach is a little
unusual, but is the kind of situation which admirably suits one figure to one man
games, and is the second game of this type we have played, with great success.
The 54mm figures came from various sources. The Cowboys were Britains and Timpo;
The Rurales were Timpo Mexicans and the US Cavalry were Timpo and Airfix figures.
Each figure was converted and painted into a colourful character and authentically
armed with the weapons he was supposed to be carrying, including for Mike's leader
a ten-shot Mauser automatic:

The table was the usual, six foot by four foot, covered with the ever useful army
blanket. Ground scale was one inch to the yard. We set the scene as realistically as
possible, approaching the layout as a miniature film set. Detail is all important,
whether actually used in the game or not. Take, for example, a Mexican Plaza. In
the middle is a large cannon, left as a memorial to a past revolution; down the street
outside the General Store, a dog sniffs around a wooden Indian; whilst inside the
Livery Stable a donkey munches hay beside a pile of saddles. None of this is
necessary as tactical terrain, but does help greatly in establishing the period frontier
atmosphere. You feel the laziness of the peons lounging in the shade of the Hotel,
you almost hear the tinkling piano in the Cantina and the squeal of laughter from the
girls there.

Naturally, a town needs buildings. Ours are mostly Timpo and Britains converted and
painted by Steve, who being a nut on the wild and woolly, has extensively decorated
the insides of most of the buildings with plenty of detail. Again, whilst the interiors
are seldom used, it all adds to the flavour of the game. The incredibly authentic big
adobe Depot, was scratch-built by Mike, using polystyrene sheet and polyfilla. The
corral and odd cactus (which paint up superbly) dotted around, were from Timpo,
whilst the railroad and rolling-stock were from Triang's "Big, Big Train". The whole
scene lived - in short - before us, was a real miniature border town.

With such authentic settings and figures, we fight gunbattles as they were fought, with
men reacting only to what they can see and hear. The players take on the attitudes of
the characters they use, playing both to the spirit of the game and the time.

The game is played in phases; each phase simulating around one second of scale time.
The average battle lasts only some half a minute or so of scale time.

THE CAST

Because individuality is the essence of the game, full details of each of the three
forces are given below. This will help you to follow the actions of each man without
further explanation in the text, and will also help set the scene.

The Mexican Rurales

Mendoza (Mike Blake): Local Government Agent, Professional;
Factors, Melee (M) 10; Firing (F) 10; Weapons, 10-shot Mauser automatic & knife.
Montez: Rurales spy; Professional; Factors M8, F8; Weapons Colt .45, Winchester
rifle, Bowie knife.
Scar: Apache halfbreed Rurales scout; Professional; Factors M10; F8;
Weapons, Smith & Wesson revolver, knife, tomahawk.



Sgt. Batista: Average; Factors M7; F10; Winchester Carbine, Colt .45 & knife.
Pvt. Arbido: as Sgt. Batista.
Cpl. Pele: Average; Factors M7, F6; Weapons Remington Rolling-Block Carbine,
Colt .45, knife.

Pvt. Sovida: Novice; Factors M10, F3; Weapons, Remington Rolling-Block Carbine,
Colt .45, Machete.

Pvt. Carlosa: Novice; Factors M4, F5; Weapons, as Cpl. Pele.

The US Cavalry

Capt. I. Colwill: Professional; (detached on duty from the British Army); M8, F9;
Webley revolver, knife, sabre.
Sgt. Van Clef: Professional; M10, F10; Winchester Carbine, Colt .45, Bowie knife.
Pvt. Valdez: Professional; M8, F10; Sharps Buffalo Rifle, Sawed-off Shotgun,
Colt .45, Bowie knife.
Pvt. Evans:Average; M3, F3; Colt .45, Trapdoor Springfield Carbine, knife.
Cochilla: Average; M5, F4; Winchester Carbine, Colt .45, Tomahawk, knife,
(full-blood Apache Scout).
Pvt. 'Irish' : Average; M3, F5; Colt .45, Winchester Carbine, knife.
Pvt. 'Blue' : Novice; M1, F1; Colt .45, Trapdoor Springfield Carbine, knife.

The Hole in the Fence Gang

Long Haired Steve Curtis: Pro. M9.F9; (Outlaw, gambler, gunfighter) Colt .44, knife.
Jack SIade:Professional; (Gambler, saloon keeper, gunman) M10, F10, 2Remingtons.
Henry Brown: Pro. (Gunman, late of the Lincoln County War)M10.F10, Winchester, Colt.
Old Man Ike Hogan: Average, M4.F4; Remington revolver, (head of the 'family').
&the boys- John Hogan: Average, M4, F4; Remington revolver.

Ed Hogan: Average, M4,F4; Colt .44 and double-barrelled Shotgun.
Jim Hogan:Novice, M1, F1; Remington revolver.

THE SITUATION

The map shows the layout of the small border town of Peseta Grande. All three groups
had the same objective, to get (or keep) a very important Mexican Government rail
shipment which was to pass through the town. The train was scheduled to stop whilst
the US locomotive was replaced by a Mexican loco. The Rurales were guarding the
train whilst it was halted, with orders to stop close approach by anyone. The US
troopers were all in the Long Branch, being briefed by their officer, with a guard
watching the train and the Rurales. The Hole in the Fence Gang were all in Ma's
(The US Hotel d'Grubl) chewing over the situation along with the meal. The Rurales
were rather edgy, having been warned of possible interference by outside parties.
All was set for the coming showdown

INTENTIONS

When suitable 'General Orders' had been written for all three forces, movement for the

first six phases was recorded and figures moved (this could be done as there was no
firing and speeded up the start of the game). The Rurales were positioned as shown
on the map, on the lookout for trouble. The Gang burst out of Ma's and began walking

towards the wagon waiting alongside the Depot. Briefly, their intention was to grab
the wagon (Old Man Hogan and son John), whilst Long Hair himself lead Ed and Slade
inside the back of the Depot, out through the front to the train, taking care of any
opposition as they went. Henry Brown was to cover them from the Jail. Jim Hogan
meanwhile, was to set a dynamite charge behind the bank to cause a diversion. The
Cavalry were awaiting developments; the Apache being sent across the Plaza, around
behind the Livery Stable to cover the South-West road to prevent any reinforcements
reaching the train; the Sgt. upstairs in the Long Branch, ready to down any likely
targets and Valdez to stroll across to the Jail with the same evil aims. Apart from
that, Colwill's plan was to wait and see.

THE BATTLE

A cowboy wandering across the Plaza towards the South-East road was halted and
turned back by the Sgt. in the train, whilst Arbido, from his vantage point on the roof
of the Depot, shouted the same order to John Hogan, who led the Gang as they walked
across to the wagon. Then all hell broke loose.





The Gang, arrogant Yankees that they were, shouted abuse in return and Henry Brown
raised his carbine to level it at the Rurale. (Shucks, he wasn't about to be ordered
around by a no-account Greaser.) Arbido, having caught this action from the comer of
his eye, leveled his carbine and fired. The bullet struck Brown squarely in the chest
and sprawled him in thedust with a serious body wound. The Gang reacted quickly,
scattering towards the wagon and the low stone wall behind the Depot, hauling hard
ware from leather as they ran. Old Man Hogan clambered aboard thewagon, ducking
hurriedlydown behind the driver's seat as he scooped up the reins; whilst son John
took a hold of the bridle of the off-side horse, praying it would not stampede, he
crouched behind it, and snapped a wild shot at the Mexican onthe roof who haddropped
behind the parapet to reload. Long Haired Steve followed Ed between the wagon and
the wall, to move into the courtyard. As Ed ran through the gap, Cpl. Pele fired down
the narrow space, missing Ed as he disappeared into the courtyard. Pele now faced
Long Haired Curtis and Jack Slade, two of thetoughest hardcases in the territory.
Shaken, he fired again, at the same instant that the two desperadoes fired at him.
Two bullets hit Pele, one in thehead (light wound) and one in the body (serious),
knocking him back towards the caboose. But Long HairedCurtis was
also hit; Pele's hasty shot was a lucky one. The outlaw was thrown
back into Slade's arms, blood pouring from a serious body wound!

The shooting had caught Mendoza and Scar walking towards the Depot
from the Silver Peso, whilst Montez had moved upstairs to cover the
area behind the Depot. Mendoza and Scar broke into a run and reached
Carlosa, told him to go around the back of the Depot, then they split
up. Mendoza continued along the front of the Depot, whilst Scar ran
inside to a window. Montez, meanwhile, had knelt at a window and
with his Colt revolver (a mistake, as at that range his Winchester
would have been a sight more useful) threw a shot at John Hogan behind the horses and
missed.

Whilst all this excitment was going on, Cochilla, the Apache US scout, was moving
stealthily around behind the Livery Stable, to get into a covered position from which
to watch the North-East comer of the town, unseen and unnoticed by anyone. Valdez
stood watching the action beside the Jail, having reassured Pele before that unfortunate
was downed, with a shouted 'Si, hombre' in reply to Pele's challenge. Pvt. Evans
was walking unhurriedly across the Plaza towards the stable with orders to get the wagon
there and back it up to the train ready to load the shipment.

Back at the Depot, John Hogan and .Arbido exchanged sporadic and ineffective shots,
both staying in their original positions. Montez moved to another window in an
attempt to gain a better shot at John Hogan, aimed to increase his chance, but at
this long range even this was ineffective. Jim Hogan, steadily ignoring the shots
sounding behind him, reached the rear of the bank and began setting the charge.

Inside the caboose, Sgt. Batista's grip tightened on his Winchester, as he followed
the figure of Evans across the Plaza. The firing from behind the Sgt. increased; a
shotgun blasted and the sound of a violently flung body hitting dirt. Batista's nerve
broke. He squeezed the trigger. Evans sprawled in the dust, dead! Colwill saw this
happen from the Long Branch. He could wait no longer. Shouting to Irish and Blue,
'Follow me' , he dashed out of the saloon and down the sidewalk, to seek cover behind
some barrels.

In the upper storey of the Long Branch, Sgt. Van Clef, covering the caboose, aimed
quickly at the shadowy figure inside, just visible from his vantage point. Luck favour
ed the US; Batista crumpled to the floor, dead. Irish and Blue, guns out, ran behind
Capt. Colwill, ready to join in the gunfight around the Depot.

There, things had gone from bad to worse for both protagonists, whowere slowly"
annihilating each other! Carlosa ran around the Depot and across to the steps along-"
side the bank, and began to aim at John Hogan. Inside the Depot, Ed Hogan had run
through into the first room, and seeing Sovida outside the front doorway, hesitated,
levelled his shotgun and fired. The impact of the buckshot pitched the Rurale forward
onto his face. (This was the shot that Batista had heard). Scar immediately moved
beside the doorway, in the next room, shifting his revolver to his left hand and gripping
the tomahawk in his right. Ed moved through the doorway to the next room, a malicious



grin on his face at having shot a Mex (in the back). His grin froze on his face as Scar's
razor-sharp tomahawk caught Ed full in the stomach, doubling him overwith a serious
body wound. Scar ran to the other outsidedoor, and seeing the Apache hiding across
the tracks, dived through the doorway. Slade, following Ed,had also fired at Sovida
then ran through the doorway, turning right to move across the front of the Depot. Once
outside he saw Mendoza, who having shouted at Valdez to move away, pronto, had
reached the foot of the stone stairs up the front of the Depot. Mendoza had turned to
go up the stairs as Valdez disappeared behind the caboose, and saw Slade, with both
guns drawn, as he emerged from the Depot. Both levelled their guns, but Mendoza,
aware that Valdez could reach the gap between caboose and coach unseen, and if
hostile shoot him down from behind, ran up the steps. This saved Mendoza from the
shotgun blast which struck the wall an instant after he moved, as Valdez did indeed
fire from between the rail-cars. But it did not save him from Slade's sixguns.
Mendoza crashed back down the steps with a serious leg wound.

Slade reached the comer of the Depot just in time to see the wagon with Old Man Hogan
aboard, disappear down the street. The firing by son John, right alongside the horses
had finally proved too much for them and they had stampeded. In so doing John was
sent sprawling, which probably saved his life, as Montez and Carlosa had both aimed
at him and were about to fire when the wagon raced off.

CONCLUSION
Slade and John Hogan decided things were just too hot for them, and escaped down the
street in the dust and confusion behind the wagon, half-carrying the nowconscious
Long Haired Steve Curtis. Jim, behind the bank, was picked up on the way out of town.
With only one Rurale on his feet, the US Cavalry moved in and attempted to break open
the caboose, patch up the wounded, and generally look big. However, fate stepped in
and rewarded them for their earlier indecision. The locomotive had now been changed
without ahitch, and the entire train pulled out of Peseto Grande in acloud of smoke
and steam, leaving behind abewildered and frustrated Capt. Colwill watching it
disappear down the track !

THE AMERICAN

SCENE

by

Ken Bunger (of Omaha)

It has been an interesting year in wargaming as I have seen some opponents come
and go. A World War II wargamer with a fantastic sandtable and hundreds of well
painted and shaded mini-tanks moved to Omaha last fall. He was a systems engineer
and had modern rules that almost needed a computer. I, however, found myself enjoy
ing an occasional tank battle and, in turn, had him ready to start painting a batta
lion of Louis XV1s army. He moved back to Chicago this Spring which again left me
to an old wargame with a couple local board gamers who are slowly coming around to
miniatures.

I attended a wargame convention sponsored by the International Federation of
Wargomers in Chicago this July. Bill Protz, my old opponent, and I had a good Seven
Years War game which attracted quite a few people. I also had a great number of
orders placed for my 18th Century Rules which I am getting printed this fall. There
were several hundred people at the Convention evenly divided between miniatures and
board games it seemed. The one thing that continues to amaze me is, with the excep
tion of Jeff Perrin's 30mms, the lack of painting care taken by other metal miniature
vargamers, at least any that I have seen. I do not wish my statement to sound as if
I am putting anyones approach to the hobby down, but its just personally disappoint
ing not to enjoy the sight of someone else's army and to compare painting and con
versions of one anothers figures.

While on the subject of figures, the next time yo\i see Dick Higgs, tell him that
there has been a tremendous subscriber demand as to the impossibility of obtaining a
good 25mm Seven Years War figure positioned at "march-attack".



^ A combination of the excellent new Kin-figs and my desire for something new has
sent my imagination hurdling into the Napoleonic era. On his last visit here from
Milwaukee to see a Nebraska football game, Bill Protz sold me a battalion of Bavar
ians. A year and #50.00 from now I 3hould have a nice little corps to take to war-
gaming tables in distant lands. When Dick Higgs makes my "march-attack" musketeers
maybe he will also turn out some Bavarian Chevaulegers!

I have also started getting in a few Naval wargames recently since finding out
that one of my old fraternity brothers is an avid reader of Hornblower stories. We
have been using the rules "Don't Give Up The Ship" by Gygax, Arneson and Carr. Our
ships are very carefully and accurately made of balsa, wire and card. Have you ever
attempted to make a 24pdr deck gun in 1:1200 scale? It is possible! I did have a
little trouble with the cockade on Admiral Collingwood's hat, though. Maybe I could
train one of my 25mm men to paint 1:1200 sailors?

Talking of Vnrgaininp by Donald' Feotherstone (continued from p.18)

might even be some minor action from the campaign he is waging with fellow-wargamers -
where a cavalry patrol have dismounted and are defending a bridge until the arrival of
their main body. Too small to be worthy of taking up an entire evening, it can be
done as a small solo affair and the result reported to his fellows when next they meet.

Perhaps it is the man who uses solo games as a diversion from his regular engage
ments who will attain the greater satisfaction from it but, make no mistake, there is
a colourful untapped world lying at your disposal. Travel its roads and you will find
that solo wargaming will become a way of life!

WARSHIPS

1/1200 Scale Die Cast Metal Wa ;erline Models

Tri-anfl KLnio Ships: Painted and Assembled

At never to be repeated prices

Cruiser H.M.S. Superb 17|p
Battle Clas;.' Destroyers 12-J-p
Daring Class Destroyers 12??p
Vigilant Class Frigates 12>,:p
Whitby-Class Frigates 12*p
Ton Class Minesweepers TfiP

Post and Packing 2-gp per item. Over £5 Post Free' S.A.E. for list of Shipn and
Harbour Installations.

Napoleonic WARCAMES FIGURES by S.E.G.O.K.

What you have always wanted, perfectly proportioned wargames figures in correct
anatomical scale. Easily converted to your requirements. Matching the popular 25mm
scale. Make a superb diorama at little cost. Latest issues:

Marshal of France Mounted - British' Rifleman - British Guardsman.

Foot Figures 7«P each. Colour Bearers Foot 15p each. Cavalry Figures 20p each.
Cavalry Standard Bearers 25p each.

Postage and Packing 5p per order. LISTS FREE

Specialists in Military Miniatures

8 College Square North. Belfast BTl 6AS Telephone: BELFAST 43699
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LONDON'S LEADING DEALERS IN MILITARIA AND MODEL SOLDIERS

"il'n^uxl iiilvfu s>;n.a
188 PICCADILLY LONDON W1

Telophone 01-734 1352

We are the makorsof the world-lamousmilitary miniaturesby
CHAS. C. STADDEN

Madein30mm,54mmand 90mmscales.Availablo eitherpainted, unpainted or inkit form.
Large seloction always in stock at our recently reduced prices.
Most otherleading makes ol metaland plastic figures also in stock, pluslargeselection of
Britains. Elastolin'and other rarehistoricalfigures.
Tradition'magazine and various popular titles on military uniforms and other requisites for
the military enthusiast.

British and Foreign militaria for tho collector and connoisseur:

Swords, odged weapons, pistols, long arms, headdresses, accoutrements, belt plates, hel
met plates, badges,orders, decorations, drums, uniforms andpaintings.

Plus gifts and souvenirs in a military style

Whenin London a visitto our showrooms is a must. Open sixdaysa week.
Mon.. Tuts., Wed. and Frl. 9-S
Thursday g-7
Salutday 3.5

If you are unable to visit us. the following catalogues are available:
Sladdtn 30 mm mailar list - 20p
Sladden 54 mm matter list - Xp

Tradition' book 0/ Model Soldiers - £1.65 Ipost tree)

SOLE TRADE DISTRIBUTOR
PETER KEMPLAY. FRAMLINGHAM, WOODBRIDGE. SUFFOLK

Tol: Framlingh.m 733708

Trade enquiries welcome - complete price lists and catalogues available onrequest.



£)o YOU AGREE WITH...
STEPHEN REED ?

ON NAVAL WAffCAMZS

uav8l warfare tie • notincti for
me, but I have found seri9.ua • • •_
inn a reasonable rulec. ! ••
published set3 of rulei . .Tied

•'•• •, •-- chou •: ••>:!• . aach as Ed .1 r . •• -.-.-
.' ;." bl < .

The fir:-!, problem i3 in the way ahipn wove,
ecioJly under sail. Since it t«n : on 1 fluid si tp cannot burn or .-top
Lly, and it's path should be ..in- force diagrams, for an accuralr
Lt. This involve:; too much moth and time to be practical. Some approximation

as to he ur.ed, for example standard burning circles or a gridded board. Circle;;
rail because a ship simply does not move in arcs, but in b sort of slew oath, and
the track of 1 Napoleonic ship of the line when attempting a turn is very complex,
depending on ancle of sails., amount of oenvas, direction Bnd ;tl of wind,
current, and speed of th- weasel. Gr dded boards enable easy rules for moving, but
• • In ore quite Lnaoeuratt .

The next problem is to be abln to carry out effective strategic action, beyond
gunnery range. Thin can only be achieved by means of maps and either a hidden move
ments device or an Umpire, but this also takes more time from the battle, and re
quires ar extension of the rules .'ito scouting.

When we have- action, except th Ancient Naval, we have to deal with gunnery.
Here T am Lnti mainly in the era of the large gun, until the advent of effec
tive radar control and missiles. A realistic simulator of tne problems of gunfire
8 essential. Dice or cord:; being used to determine hits simply takes all skill
from the actual battle, as well as leading to absurd results. The- Fletcher Pratt
ays tea of gueatfLng the range of the target is a step in the right direction, but to
work at all. well needs a large playing area. Any competent player shooting at an
Airfix .ship on a 6' by 4' table will never miss! -Using smaller ship models is not
8 Bolution because of the difficulty o" measuring the distance without disputes on
near misses. farther, this does not accurately reproduce the gunnery system because
the player knows exactly how far over or short his shot. was.

What is required is that the player estimate the range he wishes to fire at,
estimates the speed of the target, ?nd lays his salvo. At the time of arrival

sh marks should be mude at the impact point, with a small random error introduc
ed. The player can then estimate what correction he requires for hi.-, next shot.
Obviously, only a limited numbei of ships per player is possible, preferably one, so
the larger actions will be outside the scope of individuals. This is a disadvantage,
but I dc not see tiny way round it.

The simulation can either be done on a table top, measuring ranges with a rule,
or, preferably, on a grid. In either case, the simulation of gunnery can be handled
reasonably well, but the movement remains a problem. The best I have come up with
so far is a family of curves for different speeds and angles of rudder (for screw
3riven vessels of the same size). I have not been able to cater for the problem of
accelerating or decelerating while turning, which would require many more turning
curves.

Regretfully I have to conclude that accurate Naval wargames, playable in a
reasonable time on an ordinary table top, are beyond my ingenuity. Of course, a
playable and enjoyable gamp can be produced, but it. must lack an element of reality,
and therefore, for me, lend to a certain loss of pleasure.

The Ayrshire Wargames Association ha3 just celebrated its 1st anniversary and
now has 21 members. They would like to hear from any person in the area who is in
terested in waraming, and at the moment thev are appealing for older members as the
average age of our members is l6j year3 of age. Write to George Kelly, 18 Boswell
Drive, Auchinleck, Ayrshire, KA18 2AW.



AIRFIX FIGURE CONVERSION U

7 YEARS WAR GENERAL

by

Stuart Sole

Source of Fi/rure: Airfix civilians, fat gentleman.

First the hat was removed, and the lapels on the
jacket, the trousers, pockets were carved away. Next
the legs were carved down to form the boots, with a
ring of flattened plasticine on each to form the top.
The sharp edges of the jacket were carved down and
plasticine moulded around the legs to form the long

coat, then carved down to merge with the original coat, with a slit running up the
back. Pockets and large cuffs added from plasticine,

Tricorne hat can be moulded from plasti
cine or taken from an A.W.I. Washington's Army
figure. Also a long plait of hair can be
added.

When painted up in scarlet, etc., with
masses of cold lace, this splendid chap is a
portrait of the mid-18th century general more
concerned with his stomach than the welfare of
his troops.

LOOKING AROXJKD

WPP; December 1972. Well illustrated articles on flak artillerv on the
i'zKpfw IV chassisj how to make Ancient warships fcr wargaming; the proper use of
paint; modelling the Afrika Korps; buildings for wargames; modelling the Charge of
the Light Brigaoe; 54mm conversions German MG 54 Team in action; plus news of latest
kits, figures, books etc.

f™f T^LING,;; B"eBber 1972' Illustrated articles of interest to wargamers
include modelling the German 105mm field gun; AFV "Funnies"; the new Airfix 54mm
Highlander; Charles Grant on The Napoleonic Wargame; the German -Marder' tank; mak-
ing^your own moulds and casting horses; Aerial Wargames; plus articles on new kits,

fS^*^.1"2- Contains nn article and plan or u-s-s- tol— and a
modeliingEsnd"h?:t^!r OT" ^^ *""*"« •***- ~«* ™^-raft
|IGNAL2I - NOVEMBER 1972 This bi-weekly newsletter edited by Canadian John Hans-
field gives information about the latest boardgames, miniatures, kits, events, films
etc., etc. Snappy and keeps you up to date.with what is going on. European sub
scribers write to P.O. Box 830, CFPO 5056, 757 Baden Baden, West Germany! ft.00 for
SIX loSU6S(

SOLDIER MAGAZINE - November 1972. Both back and front covers are colourful and in
teresting and the magazine contains the usual well illustrated articles on modern
tanks; army aircraft; plus correspondence, record and book reviews.
|ANKE|TE -December/January 1972/3. This nicely illustrated magazine of the Minia-
R ?6 ^nHthe 1Sh,t'nf Vehicle Association C°ntainS articles °n6scratch building thelitl, ?igureS?etc ^^ »±«i innumerable snippets about the latest tank
TRADITION -Number 64. Sumptuous as always contains beautifully illustrated articles
on the Royal Sappers and Miners (by wargamer Dick Tennant); the French Army in the
tnTlt T^^ m" 18I°771 invaluable for wargamers); The Battle of Boden 1813;
SI7 T v^ V3f 1880; ThG Uni°n Army 186l; U»if°rms of the Mexican Army 1839-7n Dk *SV"™ a"d six fuH P°ee coloured plates of l9th Century British xeomanry
and costumes of the French Army from I68O-I84O. y

mn^ 11 NEWSLETTER -This is the Official Newsletter of the World War II Histor
ical Association and is packed with minutely printed details of every conceivable
aspect of that conflict including reviews of books, records, films, etc!? e^c
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THE
COLONIAL

SKIRMISH WARGAME

RULES 1850 - 1900

by M. R. BLAKE, S. CURTIS,

I. R. COLWILL and E. J. HERBERT

At last - a set of wargame rules which lets you
claim your place in the sun, or defend it from

grasping colonists! Dust off the old topi (or
knobkerrie) shoulder your Martini-Henry (or
assagai) and move out into the bush. With the
emphasis on individuals, these rules enable the

order, "Sergeant, take six men and scout that

scrub ahead" to be played as a wargame. The rules allow for veteran, average and
novice soldiers, natives and tribesmen, and cover the stages of a small action from
the first sniping to the last desperate hand-to-hand struggle.

The game utilises 54mm, 30mm or 20/25mm figures. Percentages are used for all
calculations, in order to achieve greater flexibility and realism, without losing play-
ability.

The rules (illustrated throughout) cover all the European and Tribal armies, weapons,
tactics and fighting skill of the period so realistically you feel yourself tensing for
that final glorious "Charge!" After the rules comes the photographic section of
figures and wargames, followed by a third section on the background of the era and

the game, including uniform and painting details enhanced by Mike Blake's delight
ful drawings. Finally, we list some interesting sources of Colonial material for
further reading.

So you see that this is much more than an intriguing set of rules - but a fascinating
handbook on the Colonial period.

Available from - STEVE CURTIS, 10 Hurle Crescent, Bristol, BS8 2TA, England.

Priced, including p & p in the UK only. (#5.50, this includes surface mail to US
and British bank charges. ) Please make cheques or POs payable to STEVE CURTIS.



WESTERN GUNFIGHT

WARGAME RULES
by STEVE CURTIS, IAN COLWILL & MIKE BLAKE

Yes folks, the

Gunfight Rules are
back with a BANG ! Due to

popular demand we have reprinted them, and they still
cost only 50p '. Incredible? - Not at all, in this day of
rising prices we believe in giving value for money.

These rules utilise 54mm or 30mm figures, giving each man
different characteristics, making a highly personalised, detailed
game, primarily intended for a gunfight of a few seconds duration
or the climax only of a military close-quarters action.

Based on the Old West of the 1870's with gamblers, gunfighters, Indian raids and Cavalry

fights, the rules also cover skirmishes from 1700 to 1900, including Napoleonic and
American Civil War.

Both the 1971 and 1972 Wargame Conventions featured Gunfights with these rules in the
Individual Championships and proved most popular.

Mike (Botch) Blake' s splendid drawings and Ian (Kid) Colwill' s excellent firing and
hand-to-hand fighting rules are sure winners, whilst a certain Steve (Long Haired)
Curtis spices the whole with humorous sidelights on the characters of the time. A
novel feature is two cut-out sheets of wanted posters and signs for buildings which should

delight any western modeller.

"The rules can be thoroughly recommended, not only as a source of background

material for the period, but also because they illustrate the most interesting and well
thought out method of wargaming with implications and possibilities far beyond what at

first seems possible." So wrote Don Featherstone, reviewing our book in "Wargamer's
Newsletter", No. 116, November 1971.

Through our sixty pages of rules, drawings, photos and chat (plenty of thatl) - bring
all the colour and drama of the Old West to your table-top.

Available now from STEVE CURTIS, 10 Hurle Crescent, Bristol, BS8 2TA, England.

Price 50p including p & p in the UK only. (#3.30, this includes surface mail to US
and British bank charges.) Please make cheques or POs payable to STEVE CURTIS.

t3
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WARGAMINC IX KIDDLE EARTH

(Continued

by

Major Bob. Collar

AMNF.RVA LE DOMIM TQTf

Office of the Chancellor For War

Valehome

BY COURIER - 14 Fetor 421 VY

EPTAN DIROFSCM, EDKE OF ORCMABK --IS Potor - Hencial, 1st Scribe "TNO« Duke ©remark
OQUI Cfellilson, Count DWAaPFRIEIIT) - 16 Fetor - Evoln, 1st Scribe 'INO' Count

Dwarfriend.
-oro DuKe!

Gallant Count!

At the request of DUKS ORCMARK, and by the authority of the Vale Lcrd, your
attention is respectfully directed to the summary of what is known of the Oro* in
Middle Barth at this time. Much of the information has been Gathered by the strength
of your arms. May the All father be pl-ased to grant you continuing victories against
th.i.rs evil foe,

IN THE HAMS OF BOTBTH GAIiLOKSOff, PRINCE CHANCELLOR FOR WAR
Alanry, Count, Watcher of Outlnnders.

Estimate No. 6-421, Ores.

The complete strength of the Ores in Middle Earth today is rot know with a great
d«al of aocuraoy. Certainly it is not known to be nearly as strong as it was during
the "Time of Troubles" some 36 yt;ars ago. Orcdom was very nearly destroyed in four
majcr battles. The best known throughout Middle Earth is the defeat of the Main Orc-
lsh A:::-y in front of Morrantfen by the Army of the King of Briador, Eleasar. This
force was almost, totally destroyed when the Halfling threw the One Ring into the
fires of Mount Doom. In addition, the central support and replacement structure was
smashed. However, oom= regional centres are si,ill operating.

The closest centre to Ammervale is that of the Iron Hills. Ores belonging to
this organisation, driven out of Dale by King Bard II, wera further shattered by our
victory at the Crossings of the Blaokwnter. Seven thouspnd Ores vere slain, well
over half those brought to battle. Unfortunately, the heavy losses we suffered, and
the rapid dispersion c^ our strength when we attempted to pursue into the Bark Caverns
made it impossible to completely destroy this centre. The Dwarves of Erebor place
heavy pressure oa the Ores. They are not strong enough to do more than raid the
Highlands. The increase in cavalry presently in progress for the forces of Earl
Tenenmark, has virtually removed the Ores from this open area. Therefore »ur western
flank la eecure from interference. This is fortunate, as the Valemaet has specified
the colony at Vatftrsmeet must bo supporter, at all costs.

There is another centre operating in Mirkwood. This centre consists »f remnants
of the forces assigned to overrun the Dale and Esgaroth areas. It is not clear
whether those Ores are native to Mirkwood, or whether they were simply unable to re
treat eastwards with the rest of the army. These Ores are fair game for the forces
of both Elvenkings, Thranduil and Caleborn. The forces of the King of West have
cleared the western slopes of the Misty mountains. Dol Guldur is in ruins. However,
the road between Rivendell and Esgaroth is still infested, and no man dares go un
armed in Mirkwood.

A regional centre exists on the shores of the Eastern Ocean. Because of our
present state of emnity against the Demons, much of their past is unclear, but the
most sensible tale is that a coalition of Ouroborosian Peoples, called the "Polite
Mations" defeated the Ores in a great battle about a year after Morrannon. The 0rc3,
whom the Horned Peoples call "Ghouls" were driven out of Ouroboros, and turned in
land. The centre is believec to lie north of the Bay of Rhun. Occasional bands have
been seen in the vicinity of Mount Gundabad. These Ores must have some contact with
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_ Finally, a regional centre ma;- xist in th . • (rev Kountsino. in the
oexgh curhood of Mount Gindabsd. Tho closest human or n power so this ares is
Riveudeli, and i- lies over fifty leagues away. The exlntfnoa of this centre it
r°' ;u-8'l'3 -hy rersiotenx Dvarf reports of claehea with Or; benda travelling in an

: - '•°*;oa« "crth o1' l"e Withered Feat-,, strength is rot known and Joes not
appear en the attechel summars.

L,st year -I.e. Army cf King Elar.sai overran a major Or • nal centre in the
by Hwntain*. This information I .-.. bsen freely .-i . . • .11 unbaa «do-a bv

Feramir. Reward of the King or the West, r.nd has prevail wool valuable.

"Ores ore product of the mating or men and wolv*a, under the wo-k of evil magic,
-m fcn»i.a are domi.iart, bev^.-r, Ore tomalea •,•••<• ,1-,. , | -, .... Phe femaiee

Lssae is B Wurg, >r ..ntellfgent wolf, fiv jenetic rul .-•••-> •• bo:

An Ore and a Werg procvee mole Ores and fondle Warga,
An Ore and ti human woman produce ivate Or;, -md aUli^orr female 0-- -
A ma_e human and a Warg will produce male Ore: and stillborn females!

A humai woman and a wolf will produce male and femuli Wa •

Capt-ared *cnier are immediately bred, and uauslly die in producing the first
lliSv ?UrS"?f i:Jr-:.t!J'r s^viV0rs' C8Pt»^« ^n are bred to all non-ureguantfemale Wargs, then killed and eaten by their mates."

becaJrjfUin»?id«L?Tie h8r *ri*d.te rai s y°"«e Crca and Warg, to adulthood,because oi their semi-human characteristics. Without exertion this has resulted in
JhoirSsnl? Jb!hbea8t"!f°Vn,] thG *SCa?e 0f the '«««li»«. Because cf the melancholy result oi these attempt,, and the loss of info.-mat.ioo, the Vale Lore', with the
approval ef t.:e Valemeet has outlawed n„h attempts, ?hie d cision ha, already been
cried in a_] .inhabited places, and '.-emps,

,Oi?^r,t:.yn - Organisation is ..iu.ple, but not s tender.]. Therefore it is best
:Lfiit tn^Si^- ;^"lmat" °* "^-eagth foe a particular group of OrCS, rather than*"wj ^o deserve the system. The «r.»t widely used system is listed beloV. Again,
muco oi this information comes from the King of the West.

JEN - The smallest unit. Compo8ed 0.. „ Bemiaster and from 10 to 15 les«*r Ore*.
I'orSmeror'wLfriSs."1'5 ^ °' "*** * "' '" —*«• b^»« •"*» archers,
4-u, J?~ " *heJ*=lc i8 ?ww?*ed of ..p to six Bens.. Ag;.i.., all Dens in the Park are
svohT; SIC Fa°tester'S °™ D3n «**"*• "Peciuisl,- to help with control!
the PaL SS * r"'neTS' 8nf t??ic8lly ^ciah' • torture-. The Packmacter controls

If '„ aiS ova Be:1 ia c°atro]led by another Ore. This Ore is hataJ End rlwr^floy other Ores and is called a Denmother. ' "espised

2M2 - Composed of five tc seven Packs. One or two leeks r-o usually archers
Vo Band composed solely of archers had :„en encountered since the OrTvars. A"^

the dSEw"»Hh!+hlfJMt «evel °f Gf«anisa*i°n« »ow almost uynonimuus with a Tribe, in

-?::-«•- ™ ^'21; sail: snc.s.'s ;^lI
»™*9s»^s ras s4^^ 2,^ sirrthe rantre or



INCLOSURE 1 - (2) Strength, to Estimate #6-1*21, Ores.

Ore strength as of the date of this writing is listed below by regional center.

Figures are for fighting male Ores only. (* _ indicates presence of Warg Rider Dens)
IRON HILLS - 3500

Tribal Device Strength Leader (if Known)

Grey Jagged Bar, Field Black 1/WO Zthardaz "Red Pincers"

Black Pale, wavy} Field Grey l600» ? "Manburner"

White Mount Gundabad, Field Black 500 ?

MIBKWOOD - 2200 (includes some Ores not tribally aligned)

White Spider Web, Field Grey 1400 Gudrazth " ? "

White* Spider, Fftfcld Black 400 Zurndrug "Thumbscrew"

Black Mallorn Leaf, Field Grey 350* Azanulg III "Little Plncer"

FENLAND - 700 (Have been allied, at least twicejin last ten years, with Black Fenlanders)
White Hand, Field Black 700 ?

ASH Mountains - 1900 (Trolls have operated with these units. Estimated strength - 50)

Red Eye, Field Black 250 Snargoth "Whiplash"

Yellow Eye, Field Black 300 Ugluck " Racker"

Red Mount Doom, Field Black 500* Luzgurb "White Iron"

Yellow Mount Doom, Field Black 800* Zugrub " ? "

RHTJN - 8200 (it is believed this is minimum strength.)

Black Skull, Field Red 2200 Shudgul "Gouger"

Black Double Axe, Field Red 1500* ?

Grey Bar, Wavy, Field Red 1400* ? "Handcrusher"

Yellow Eye, Field Red 1700 Nakhzur II "Whipper"

White Moonskull, Field Black 600 Nazgul IV "?"

NOTEt Identified at Mordor during Time of Troubles. May be Headquarters element.

Red Skull, Field Black 800* ?

Total for all Ores, not counting remnants in Ouroboros, Far Harad, or at Mount

Gundabad1 16,500

ATTEST! Alanry Henseson, Count Nortower,

I DTSACR5E WITH ....

STEPHEN REED

by

George Gush

J want to take issue with one or two points of Stephen Reed's article in the
November 1972 issue.

Firstly, I am not altogether happy about Stephen's dismissal of the possibility
of writing rules for a 'fun' type of game: obviously when people talk about 'fun'
wargaming they are generally thinking of the production of rules which are relatively
simple and produce a fairly quick game - this may reduce the 'recreating actual war
fare' aspect of the hobby but for some may well enhance the 'contest of skill' side.
There is no reason why a contest on simple rules should not be preferred to a contest
on complex rules from this point of view; Chess rules are much simpler than those of
nearly all wargames; this does not make chess a less enjoyable contest of skill than
a wargame though it does of course mean that it is a very formal and abstract repres
entation of war.
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In a general way, I personally agree with Stephen in that I would prefer rules

which take major factors into consideration (not all factors which I consider im
practicable) and which produce realistic situations, but, unless I have misread him,
I also disagree with some of his remarks about dice deciding the issue - sometimes
fatally - in 'equal melees' and winning a game by thinking, not better dice.

Firstly, it seems to me that if a commander gets a unit into an 'equal fight*
(in reality or in a game) he has in fact left the result to chance - and if the unit
involved are highly mobile (e.g. light cavalry) he may very well not see them again
that day. The skill of a general is not the skill of a chess-player, dealing in what
are, theoretically, certainties; a general (and thus a wargamer) must deal with
chance - firstly he must minimise it by avoiding equal fights, secondly he must make
sure that, when the dice or the Gods make his unit break, it isn't fatal to him
(whereas the opposite result would have been fatal to his enemy). Thus it seems to
me that a wargame without chance factors leaves no resemblance to battle - indeed,
less resemblance no matter how many 'factors' are brought in, than many simple and
rather dice-dominated games.

Looking back on what I have written, I feel I should add that my remarks on
generalship are, of course, counsels of perfection - personally, I usually manage to
ensure that my unfortunate units contact the enemy under circumstances of unrelieved
gloom - usually disordered, uphill, under a hail of enemy fire from both flanks and
with at least 3 lots of friends in rout in the immediate vicinity. Not surprising
I approve of dice - they're my only chance!

COUNSELS OF WAR.

by

John Fox

i'he other day, while reading an article on realism in wargames, it struck me
that 'Realism' is really a rather abstract quality - no-one knows whether a game is
'realistic' or not. If a person throws a die and it turns up 5, and then a week
later throws the same die and this time it turns up 6, is the second roll 'unrealis
tic' because it did not turn up 5? In wargames we cannot achieve realism because it
varies. Let me give you an example: If in u real battle, a battalion of troops in
flict 15;., casualties on an enemy battalion at X yards, and in a reconstruction of the
battle 16'/.. casualties were inflicted at X scale yards, it is said to be realistic.
But if in a reconstruction of a different battle, 16,. casualties are again inflicted
at X scale yards whereas 30/. casualties were inflicted in the real battle, the re
construction is now 'unrealistic'1

The way •*• feel is that everything is realistic (since it is presumed that
players, under the rules, will be using the organisation of the particular period)
because it COULD happen. If Waterloo was refought over the same ground with the same
number of men and the same commanders (just for laughs) I very much doubt that the
casualties and events would happen in the same proportions and the same sequence -
which would be the more 'Heal1, so that the reconstructions could be called "Realis
tic1?

A 'Realistic' battle for me is one in which the players use the tactics and
organisation of the period, and the possible maximum and minimum effect of firearms
are within reasonable limits. Within this framework anything can happen because it
MIGHT have happened on the actual battlefield - whether it ever actually did or not.

People will leap up and say "If it never actually happened, it therefore cannot
•happen on the table."

In answer to this i believe it was you yourself who said in the defence of dice
that a tank gunner may miss an easy shot by sweat trickling into his eye at the
vital moment.

The chances of a drop of sweat trickling into his eye at just the precise moment
to put him off aim you will agree is pretty remote - but it is possible.

If it had never happened in Reallife, but happened on the wargames table, many
would say it was 'unrealistic1, but if it actually happened perhaps four or five
times it suddenly becomes 'realistic'. Surely would it not be easier to say that if
it is possible, it is 'realistic', whether the losing General can look up a remote
reference in a dusty volume to say that the whole game was totally unrealistic, or
not.
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"Jalking of \^/argaming
by don featherstone

By the time this is being read my book SOLO WARGAMING will have been published
by Kaye and Ward Limited of London. The idea for writing such a book came about be
cause it suddenly struck me that apart from odd chapters in other books I have writ
ten and the very occasional article in the Newsletter, there is very little on paper
about this very tangible aspect of our hobby. To this thought must be added the
realisation that every single wargamer, at some time or other during his career as a
hobbyist, fights a solo table-top battle with himself wearing the hats of both
commanders. It maybe that he is a"lonely wargamer, living in a remote part of the
world or unable to find any live opponents against whom he can match his skill. Per
haps he is such an enthusiast that the one, two or even three battles a week he wages
against live opponents is insufficient and he feels the burning urge to set up a
little Saturday or Sunday afternoon affray to while away the hours until War and Peace
or Match of the Day comes on T.V.

It is customary to think of solo wargaming as the inadequate last resort of the
wargamer who refuses to bow down to the fact that he cannot find a live opponent, in
evitably this gives rise to a rather pathetic vision of this individual, knowing full
well what both armies are doing and intend to do, ambling from one side of the table
to the other as he interminably moves them into their pre-ordained positions. To view
solo wargaming like this is to deprive yourself of a great deal of pleasure because,
if you plan it in a considered and systematic fashion and accept that it requires pro
bably more thought and interest than regular scheduled battles against an opponent,
then solo wargaming holds merits and attractions beyond our wildest dreams.

To get the best out of solo wargaming the wargamer must realise that there is far
more to it than setting his figures up on a table-top terrain and manoeuvering them.
There is great pleasure in the formation of the opposing armies, utilising numerous
books and articles until sufficient information is obtained to achieve what passes for
perfection in this particular man's mind. Similarly, when reconstructing his battle
or campaign, he can read of actual historical battles or he can use past wars to sti
mulate a completely imaginary conflict or he can plan an engagement as an exercise to
test some military theory or some specific tactic. Solo wargaming lends itself ideal
ly to the waging of campaigns for which the solo player must set up a narrative and
a set of scaled maps for both the campaign area and the local terrains where the
battles are to be fought. Make no mistake, all this preliminary work is a backcloth
to aid the solo player to get into the mood of the period until he can hardly wait
to get up into that wargames room!

With the best will in the world, no two wargamers have the same interpretation
of the history, actual events and way of fighting for some particular military period.
Basing their ideas on their reading, they form different views upon the same points
which leads to arguments and even a parting of the ways. A solo wargamer is merci
fully free to reach a reasoned solution to controversial situations, solving them
harmoniously without being influenced by whims and misunderstandings of another person
who may not share his visions or his enthusiasms. Lets be honest, you never feel the
same about your opponent's favourite regiments any more than he has your respect for
those green jacketed riflemen who are the apple of your eye!

Most of us have dashed home in the early evening to hastily set up a wargames
table and get our troops ready for the coming battle which may have to be left un
finished because the hands of the clock have gone on too fast. The solo wargamer has
none of this, he can take as long as he likes setting up a battlefield and is able to
retire to the wargames room for an odd hour even a few minutes to ruminate on some in
teresting aspect of that situation on the right flank. Another interesting aspect of
solo wargaming is the way in which the player feels encouraged to set up really iirst
class terrains, finding dissatisfaction and lack of stimulus in chalked roads and
rivers, "symbolic" hills made of ceiling tiles and matchbox houses.

"he coming of the new 5mm figures has opened up alluring new vistas for the solo
wargamer who can actually refight the larger battles like Waterloo, Gettysburg or
Borodino. On the other hand, he may prefer to devote a couple of hours on a Sunday
afternoon to setting up a' small engagement with perhaps only 50 figures or so. It



READERS' FORUM
YOU WRITE

TO US

"While I am writing to you, I should lik<; to say how much I enjoyed Mike Pearce's
article on the Mediaeval Period and 3attle Report in the lart issue. Although I pre
fer the Wars of the Roses myself, beccuse of the political angle, there cen be no
doubt that Mediaeval is a fascinating period thrcughout, which leads me naturally to
thab mcst diverse of all periods, Ancients. No period can compare with the Ancient?
for variety of armies, tactics, and weapons (e/cept possibly the pos~-World War II
lot, with their hordes of automated d=ath machines).

On the Subject of automated death machines, I was at a local club the other day
when some World War II wargamers arrived. The proceeded to set up a small town and
its environs and, in the place of honour, revealed the "Blundcrsmash Ml: 23" or some
such, a collection of rheostats to set up the multitudinous vehicle and tactical
factors, and dice, on, with coloured lights and a dial. The dial, when the readings
had been interpreted, gave the result. By the time they had 3et up machine and
terrain, they decided that Ihere wes not enctigh time to use any infantry, so we were
treated to something which must have borne a close resemblance to those appalling
Battles of Trenton, The players were, however, correct in assuming that they would
have been unable to finish the battle if they had used infantry, since with the fre
quent pauses of up to five minutes in consultation with the Blunderamash, they failed
to finish anyway, much to their annoyance. All I can say ic that, using mere dice,
a points system of the Lionel Tarr type suggested in your fi>-st book, sad infantry
support, I managed to enjcy and finish World War II games in .in evening. Progress is
progress? By the way, please don't interpret my criticism of the Battles of Trenton
as a blanket dislike of sll World W3r II battle reports. I used to play in that
period myself, end I have found Gary (Jygax's recent reports most interesting. In
fact, were it possible, I would quite like to play in one of his campaigns myself.
The realism of the simulation seems to be particularly high.

With particular reference to this month's Battle Report, I wonder if you could
persuade battle reporters to produce clear batt e plans. They really do add so much
tc the article, besides looking so much better. There is no comparison between last
month's neat campaign map (though it would have been nice to see the initial disposi
tion of the two forces on the map of the battle terrain) and this month's scrawl, in
»-hich it is not possible to identify the two sides without close study. I am sorry
if that sounds rude, but it really is way below the normal standard.

Incidentally, I could not agree more with your Editorial. When one compares the
range of Ancient figures available today with tlnvc of a year ago, the enterprise of
the manufacturers, and particularly Miniature Figurines, is evident. It is only a
pity that Einchliffe, Hinifigs and Greenwood and 3all cannot agree on a common "25mm"
size, perhaps even about the same as Airfix (well, we can all dream, can't we). Even
if Hinchliffe would make its new Ancient range in the same size as Minifiga, or per
haps even slightly smaller, the situation would be vastly improved, but there it is."

John Norris of London.

*******

"1 have noticed in past issues of Wargamer1s Newsletter that several readers
have 3sked how they can subtract casualties from regiments mounted on stand.?. Per
haps I can be of help here.

For my Napoleonic armies I use a 25-man regiment, 20 infantry, '? officers, 2
musicians and one standard bearer. The infantry are mounted on stands in four groups
of three and four groups of two, while the officers etc, are left free-standing.
This enables me to subtract any casualty from one upwards. For instance, four casu
alties - two groups of two, five casualties - one group of three and one group of two,
eight casualties - two groups of three and one group of two, eleven casualties -
threw groups of three and one group of two, and so on. If nay, towards the end of
an engagement you have a casualty figure of five, but ycu only have three groups of
three left, then you simply replace them with two groups of two, from casualties al
ready taken.

What about a casualty figure of one? Well at th- beginning of the game you car.
either take one of the musicians, or make anote and subtract it next time, e.g.



first move casualties equal cne, second move casualties equal three, plus the one
take two groups of two. Latt-r in the game it will be possible to swap the groups,
i.e. a group of three for a group of two, etc.

Well, I hope this will be of help to someone, it sounds rather complicated, but
it i-5 quite simple once the troops are ir. front of you, and of course it will work
for any size of eegtinent."

G.L.Langton of Great Yarmouth.

*******

"I suppose by the time you receive this you will have had some reaction to the
last paragraph of your August editorial, but I would like to give my opinion anyway.
I hasten to add that I have yet to read your latest wargame book (a sorry state of
affairs which I hope soon to do something about).

In my opinion Scots tactics of the period 1297-1388 could hardly be described
as "inferior". One must remember that during this time the Scots managed to win
their independence and also inflicted the worst defeat on an English army since
Hastings. By my calculation there were six major battles fought during this period
as well as a host of minor ones. Of the minor ones each side won about the same
number, the outcome usually depending on the calibre of the leaders. Of the major
battles (Stirling Bridge, Falkirk, Bannockburn, Halidon Hill, Neville's Cross and
Otterburn) each side won three. There were also innumerable ambushes, sieges and
sacks but on the whole neither country had the advantage. Both sides had good field
commanders such as Douglas, Randolph, Percy or Neville, yet the man who came out with
the best reputation was Robert the Bruce and as far as my opinion goes he was the
best strategist and tactician on either side during this period. He managed to keep
an army of sorts in the field against greatly superior English forces for up to ten
years and then finally defeated an army of more than twice the size of his own in a

battle th8t surely show how good Scottish tacticB could be. Good use of ground snd
the judicious use of a small cavalry reserve prevented the English archers from play
ing a major part in the battle. The result left a large part of the chivalry of
England dead on the banks of Bannockburn.

Scots pikemen or English bowmen could both be battle winners, so for that matter
could French armoured cavalry; all that was needed was a commander that knew how to
use them and how to deal with them if the enemy was using them. It is unfair to make
the Scots inferior to the English, they're not; if they were what happened at Stirling
Bridge, Bannockburn and Otterburn? Unsupported bowmen would be as liable to be beat
en as unsupported pikemen.

I hope the above tirade makes some sense. I Buppose I am suffering from the
Scotsman's usual reaction to being told he is inferior by an Englishman. Blaidy
Sassenacks!"

Malcolm Cooper of Halifax, N.S.

*******

"My interests have varied from the American Civil War to World War II to Napoleo
nic and at the moment I am building up a Roman Legion supported by archers and opposed
by Gaulish hordes too numerous to mention.

We are a smaller community of wargamers over here and we do not have the same
availability of metal figures that you have in Britain, but we are organising into
groups and interest in wargames is spreading."

Brian Ronayne of Dublin.

*******

"I would like to take this opportunity also of saying I strongly agree with
David Sandy's suggestion for a "Make your own Rules" feature in the Newsletter. Scar
city of sound technical information on musketry, casualties, movement and so on often
force one to work uncomfortably in the dark while adapting rules, and I am sure that
such a feature would be welcomed by many other readers who have experienced difficulty
in amassing the sure hard facts necessary for compiling good, playable rules."

John Hewitt of Leeds.

*******

The West Norfolk Military Society are anxious to make contact with other wargam
ing groups or Military Societies in their area. K.Martin, 130 Wooton Road, Kings
Lynn, Norfolk.



MUST LIST

The latest Airfix HO/00 scale figures to hit the market is a box of Royal Air
Force personnel, sold at -19p« This fact might not exactly cause screams of delight
among the wargaming world but model makers in general will no doubt be very pleased
to have these figures to accompany 1:72 scale aircraft models and to add authenticity
to their airfield dioramas. The set contains 37 figures, including pilots, mechanics,
fitters, flight control "batmen", an officer and WRAF, the figure carrying belts of
machinegun ammunition round his neck; a bomb loader, fitters handling machineguns and
reconnaissance cameras, other groundcrew pulling chocks away, riding bicycles, carry
ing air-to-ground missiles over their shoulders and pulling engine compressor trolleys.
I have not the slightest doubt that it will not be very long before those geniuses in
our ranks will have converted most of them to Macedonian pikemen, Hussite waggon
gunners, or at least fourteen different sorts of Napoleonic soldier. You might laugh
at that, but I can recall when starting the hobby and figures were as rare as gold
dust, I acquired three Swedish African Engineers figures of Battle of Britain pilots
with parachute-packs dangling behind them, dashing towards their waiting aircraft. In
those days, wargames figures were so hard to obtain that they could not be wasted so
after studying them for hours from every angle, lots of filing, plasticene rebuilding
and repainting, they emerged as three 1870 Bavarian Standard Bearers - and they do
duty to this day if anyone would like to see them! So maybe Airfix have provided the
wargaming world with a lot.of potential Bavarian Standard Bearers, who knows?

In the November Newsletter, there was a mention of the Italian counterpart to

Airfix 00:H0 scale figures. An Italian subscriber, Cesare A. Zanelli of Trieste, has

kindly sent in more details which may prove of value and interest - it certainly makes

me wish I could write such a good letter in Italian! Here is what he says:-

"The Atlantic firm began producing figurines (in that 'marauding' Airfix-style
kind of boxes!) some years ago, mostly Italian soldiers as you noticed, these shifted
to XXth century revolutions: my brother Robert (who has done a lot of work - con
versions, etc., - with them) tells me they are very good, but they have the curious
habit of changing material from one box to another! I don't mean you will find
Bersaglieri in the box labelled Sommossatori (by the way, it means simply "frogmen")
and such, but that the plastics of which they are made changes (colour, quality,
flexibility, possibility of gluing) in every box! However, they make a good effect
everywhere (they are a little smaller than Airfix, being pure HO against Airfix H0-00)
and are a continuous supply of spare parts: there are even alsatian hounds, and a lot
of motorcycles (these have, alss, ugly wheels, I mean, no spikes!) and they really
contain Mussolini, Hitler, etc.

To the boxes you have quoted, others shall follow with sailors, airmen and so on.

Since you have spoken of "two different makers of Italian" soldiers, I can give
you some news of the second, too, if you intended to speak of Baravelli (a firm that
makes and imports a lot of toys, games, etc., often from U.S.A. or Hong Kong - they
sell in Italy, for example, Mattel Products - Major Matt Mason, etc., you know) ended
its production of figurines years ago, or so I have been told by toy shops.

They featured a very great amount of soldiers, from Romans to World War II, cow
boys, Indians, space fighters; but reading this, do not be deluded. Their production
was very low of quality, especially intended for children, often an "insulting piracy"
of Airfix figures. (I don't know if they had any legal contact with Airfix but, for
example, their "Arab" set contained two camels and a score of arabs identical to Air
fix ones, down to the colour of the plastics used!). Since their boxes only cost
100 life (less than 8p!!!) and claimed 42 figures (they rarely contained as many
figures as they claimed on the box!) I have bought the ones I found (I am an "Ancient"
so I have bought their Romans) but it takes a lot of work to make- them presentable.
In their "Roman" box more than 3/4 of the soldiers are rough 20mm copies of the
Britains Ltd 54mm "Trojan warriors" - hoplites and archers! The true legionaries are
still rougher Hong Kong made soldiers, but their armour is exact, at least, and more
general than the Airfix uniform which was used (I am told) only in northern Europe."

Airfix have put out a new 25p kit for the M551 Sheridan tank in 00 scale. It
has a fully rotating turret and flexible tracks, produced in green polystyrene to



match the Armoured Reconnaissance vehicle which is currently in service for the U.S.
Army in Vietnam. The 61 part kit includes an accurately reproduced 152mm combined gun
and guided missile launcher which can be elevated to various firing positions. The
hull detail includes air cooler louvres, digging-out equipment, driver's hatch which
can be opened and closed and on the turret itself eight smoke discharges, infra-red
equipment attached to the mantlet, searchlight and periscope.

Thornton Manufacturers (Harrogate) Ltd., of Highfield House, Bishop Thornton,
Harrogate, Yorks, produce vacuum-moulded buildings and emplacements for wargamers;
their range includes La Haye Sainte farmhouse, La Belle Alliance and the Chateau of
Hougoumont from Waterloo; Hadrian's wall and fort, a castle and walls, an aircraft
hangar, disnersal bay, Nissen huts, ruined cottage, tank pit, damaged bridge, flying
bomb rumway, anti-tank gun positions and trench system, prices varying from 30p to 75p.
They also produce something that could well be of great use to wargamers in their
range of stone or brick embassed plastic card in a range which includes dressed stone,
brick, slate, paving stone and random stone. Sheets 9f" x 7f" cost 15p each.

A few weeks ago I mentioned the range of Regimental Colours in 25mm scale put out
by Model Militaire of 71 Barker Road, Middlesbrough, Teesside. At that time I had not
actually seen these item3 but have now received samples of them and can report most
favourably on the British Infantry 1815 Colours for ten named British Infantry Regi
ments plus the 1st and 2nd Guards. These Colours will save hours of intricate paint
ing and will look vastly superior to most of the stuff that the average wargamer can
turn out. At the price of 30p per sheet plus 5p postage and packing these are valuable
accessories. Model Militaire tell me that they are also putting out new transfer
sheets of Roman and Greek shield emblems in 25mm scale - Ancient wargamers please note!
I have also seen their Heraldic Devices transfer sheets which, although they are in
54mm scale might well be used, with a bit of ingenuity for wargaming. They include a
fine selection of lions and other animals in various heraldic positions; various types
of crosses, checkboard and lozenged patterns, etc., etc.

For more years than I care to remember Rene North aided the world of model soldier
collectors with his "paint your own" uniform cards at 45p a set and his Military
Uniform Charts. When Rene passed on, the business was taken on by John Edgcumbe (that
helpful bloke who serves yon with wargames figures on the first floor at Tradition)
who works from Flat A, 6 Willow Road, Hampstead, London NW3 1TH. John has lists of
Charts and Uniform Cards which give details of colouring, etc., that will be of the
greatest value to wargamers painting up their own figures.

From Kenneth Smigolski of 34 Diamond Street, Brooklyn, N.Y. 11222, U.S.A., I have
received a copy of his commercially produced rules for 1914-1918 aerial warfare DAWN
PATROL. Ken tells me that these rules have proved popular with his local group which
include a former combat pilot with several decorations. The research wa3 done by a
private pilot who is also a wargamer so the data is accurate. These rules seem very
thorough and give performance figures for all the aircraft one is likely to encounter
in the World War I period. I suppose what is really required is a sort of Users
Committee who could give a thorough and fair test to all these 3ets of rules that are
coming out otherwise any evaluation will be, like this one, a visual and not a prac
tical review.

The same remarks apply to the Wargames Rules for the period 1500-1660 by Dave
Millward (assisted by Nigel Jackson and Paul Kay). Dave Millward is a well-known and
highly respected wargamer, who ha3 won championships in the National Wargames Conven
tion and is a stalwart of the Society of Ancients. Finding himself really interested
in what is undoubtedly a most colourful period, Dave has formed the Pike and Shot
Society. (See last month's Wargamer's Newsletter, page 14). Again, I have only
studied these rules and not played with them but they seem to cover most of the rele
vant points although one is struck with the feeling that they assume a basic knowledge
of the period which the reader might not possess.

Steve Curtis of Bristol (featured quite prominently elsewhere in this issue) tells
me that he bought two of the Seagull Models' 00 scale card building kits. "The first,
the ALAMO, is beautiful, though a mite complex and large - we figure when it is built
it will form an L-shape some 4a1 x 2'! I recommend that anyone buying it, make this
model up in sections which can clip together or slide/slot together; no sense in. having
to move house because of one model. The second is "Canyon City" consisting of twenty
clapboard and stone buildings of the Old West. These are mostly two storeys high, very
colourful and fairly easy to make (even though some of the signboards have wild German
misprints). Each building being a separate item, this kit is perhaps more useful than



the Alamo, as the various buildings can be arranged to make many different layouts.
With Airfix figures, these kits are ideal for games with our Gunfight and Colonial
Rules!"

From Model and Allied Publications Ltd., I have received numbers 34 and 35 in
their Bellona Military Vehicle Prints. The former includes photographs, plans and a
most illuminating text on that Worlc' War II warhor3o the infantry tank Valentine;
while number 35 does the same for the Soviet SU76 self-propelled gun variants. Both
sell at 30p and would seemingly be invaluable aids to the model maker who scratch-
builds his own tanks as they include detailed plan views in 1:25, 1:48 and 1:76 scale.

From Squadron/Signal Publications of 3515 E. Ten Mile Road, Warren, Michigan
48091, U.S.A., I have received their Aircraft No. Four Luftwaffe in Action which sells
at #3o95- This is Part III of the series and is composed of 47 pages of photographs
and technical data on various German aircraft of World War II.

Fantasy wargamers might be interested to know that Hudson'3 bookshop, in Birming
ham, probably among others, are selling poster size maps of Tolkien's Middle Earth
and also one of Bilbo's journey through Eriador and Rhovanion. These should be the
right size for a campaign and they cost 65p. These maps are also reproduced on card
9" x 6" at 12tjp each. They sell posters of the main characters from "The Hobbit",
such as Gandalf and Bilbo Baggins.

From A.Anderson of Luzern, 48 East View, Barnet, Herts, EN5 5TN, can be obtained
Ancient Greek warsnips' and 1:1200 Ironclads and Monitors of the American-Civil War at
prices believe to range from 6p-6p for the Ancient and up to 25p for the Civil War
vessels. I understand that a range of 1:3000 scale pre-dreadboughts starting with
the Japanese Armoured Cruiser "Idzumo" will be available shortly at prices beginning
from 20p.

The Airfix Magazine Annual for 1973 (edited by Chris Ellis) is a pretty good 'buy'
at CI.20, being a very lavishly illustrated volume 9:?" x 7^>" in size and with 96 pages.
There is something in it for everyone - asking-up kits; basic military vehicle model
ling; model railways; aircraft; early kits; radar in R.N.; and two very good articles
on Airfix conversions from the Confederate set and 54mm noddling World War I period.
A very well assembled, professional job!

If you are interested in recordings of military bands, modern and historical both
British and Foreign - write to N.W.Hartley, 41 Swanmore Roao, Bournemouth, Hants, BH7
6PD, who can supply almost anything! Have you ever fought a wargame to French
marches from "Napoleon et la Garde Imperiale" or stirring Gorman traditional marches?

When writing last month on R.W.Spencer-Smith's 50mm plastic figures a typing

error showed 18 infantry per bag instead of 8_0 - for £1.20p. Send S.A.E. for cata
logue to R.W.Spencer-Smith, 66 Longmeadow, Frimley, Camberley, Surrey.

STOP PRESS! ! Just as I go to the printer Neville Dickinson brings me in Mini-Figs
latest figures - a pair of Samurai knights and their band of retainers (chugen). Very
beautiful little figures (that bring to life the chapter on Japan in my book "Wargames
Through the Ages") have really caught the oriental style. More next month on them.

BULLETS AND
BAYONETS

BULLETS AND BAYONETS is a fast moving, accurate
recreation of Napoleonic Tactical Warfare. Req
uiring a minimum of paper work, BULLETS AND
BAYONETS accurately recreates the superiority of
the British line, the headlong charges of the
Highlanders, and all the other facets of Napo
leonic tactics. BULLETS AND BAYONETS has been
used at the U.S. Military Academy at West Point
to refight Napoleonic battles. BULLETS AND
BAYONETS costs $1.50 (75p) postpaid from Richard
C. Hill, 559 W.172nd St., New York, NY, 10032
U.S.A.

.
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THE NOTICE BOARD

WANTED: Complete pastwork "History of First World War" FOR SALE: Wargamer1s
Newsletters e8-127. Offers - B.Rendell, 10 Brenchley Close, Bromley, Kent.

*******

Back numbers of WARGAMER'S NEWSLETTER can be obtained for November I968; May,
June, July, August, Ssptembor, October and November 1972 - 18p each (50 cents U.S.A.
60 cents Canada).

*******

American and Canadian readers occasionally send small silver coins (dimes,
cer.ts, etc.,) to_meke up a total sum for a subscription or when buying books, etc.
These coins CANNOT be changed in Great Britain and therefore cannot be accepted, al
though dollar bills are acceptable.

*******

WANTED: Minifigs Teutonic Knights mounted foot and crossbowmen. Preferably un-
inted. J.Walkley, 87 Mear.ley Road, London E12 6ASCpa

*******

13 HINCHLIFFE MODELS
MELTHAM. HUDDERSFIELD. HD7 3NX. ENGLAND.

Foot Figures
NEW RELEASES-DECEMBER 1972

25 mm RANGE
Cavalry
Equipment

FRENCH NAPOLEONIC CAVALRY (FNC)
FNC 15 Hussar holding Carbine
FNC 30 Empress Dragoons Trooper
FNC 31 Empress Dragoons Officer
FNC 32 Empress Dragoons Trumpeter

BRITISH NAPOLEONIC CAVALRY (BNC)
BNC 21 Hussar Troopor
BNC 22 Hussar Officer
BNC 23 Hussar Trumpeter

AMERICAN CIVIL WAR (ACW)
ACW 18 Garibaldi Guard. Private 39tr> N
ACW 19 Iron Brigade. Pnvat.

EQUIPMENT HORSES (EH)
EHG A American Civil War Limber Ho

standing, head normal, unridden
EH6 B American Civil War Limber ho

standing, head normal, ridden

25 mm.
ANCIENT RANGE

ACHAEMENIAN PERSIAN (AP)
AP 1 Archer
AP2 Immortal
AP 3 Officer

A fast-expanding rang, ot figures and equipment at wargami
prices to collector standards. Take nolo - what we do today
other, do tomorrow So why not visit your local stockist, yoi
are sure to be templed, but why worry, your first purchase wil
make you one o' today's people.

More to come next month plus all th. existing range. It can"
be bad

SEE US AT STAND No. 79
MODEL ENGINEER EXHIBITION
SEYMOUR HALL, LONDON, W.I
January 2nd-13th excluding Sunday

Our complete lists are available now - 5p - Irom your local stockist, or in case of difficultysend S.A.E. and 5p.
TRADE INQUIRIES WELCOMED.

HINCHLIFFE MODELS

Station St., Meltham,

Huddersfield HD7 3NX

England

Designers and Manufacturers of Fine Class
Military & Naval Models, Etjuipment,

Dioramas, and Figures.

Principals •• /'./ (inchlifjc
P.Gilder



THE LITERATURE OF WARGAMING

BOOKS BY DONALD FEATHERSTONE - Personally inscribed and signed by the author.
"WARGAMES" - The original text book of wargaming. £l.QOp. (05.75)-
"NAVAL WARGAMES" - Sea battles with model ships. £1.65p. (05-75).
"AIR WARGAMES" - Battles with model aircraft. £1.65p. (05-75).
"ADVANCED WARGAMES" - This follow-up book to "Wargames" introduces a host of new
ideas and brings the hobby up-to-date. £2.40p. (06.25).
"WARGAME CAMPAIGNS" - This book caters for the experienced wargamer who is seeking
larger scale campaigns, but it is not too advanced for the relative beginner.
£1.90p. (06.00).
"WARGAMES THROUGH THE AGES - 5000 BC to 1500 AD" - The first of a series that will
describe types of armies and soldiers, their arms and equipment, their method of
fighting and tactics. Dealing with the Ancient period - from Sumeria to the early
Middle Ages, this book classifies the armies in order of fighting ability. Has an
18 page bibliography. £3.00p including postage. (08.00 U.S.A.).
"BATTLES WITH MODEL SOLDIERS" - A new and completely different book that introduces
the hobby and then expands the subject so that even the experienced wargamer will
find interest and value in its pages. Well illustrated with drawings and photo
graphs. (Published by David and Charles). £2.50p. (08.00).
"MILITARY MODELLING" - Is a book packed with instructions for moulding and casting
model soldiers; on making military vehicles, guns and buildings; on soldering,
-luing and painting; making dioramas and display cabinets. There is an extensive
section dealing with the conversion of Airfix and Historex plastic figures.
(Published by Kaye end Ward). £2.05p- (06.00).
"HANDBOOK FOR MODEL SOLDIER COLLECTORS" - An essential reference book giving details
of the world's figure-makers, museums, prints, books, records, dioramas, etc., etc.
Special edition for Wargamer1s Newsletter subscribers - 85p. (05.00).
"AT THEM WITH THK BAYONET!" - The 1st Sikh War 1845-6. £1.65p. (05.75).
"MACDONALD OF THE 42nd" - The story of a Highlander of the Black Watch, in England,
during the Crimea and the Indian Mutiny. £3.20p. (08.00 U.S.A.).
"OLD BRITISH MODEL SOLDIERS, 1895-1918" - L.Richards. An illustrated reference
Guide for Collectors. £1.65p. (05-75)-

A series of handbooks dealing with wargaming

1. Rules for Ancient Wargames (1000 BC to 900 AD) by Tony Bath.

2. Rules for Mediaeval period by Tony Bath.

5. Rules for 1750 period in Europe (with supplementary rules for operation
in America) by Tony Bath.

4. Rules for Napoleonic Wargames by Donald Featherstone.

5. Rules for American Civil War games by Donald Featherstone.

6. Rules for late 19th Century Wargames (including Colonial Jars against
Natives) by Donald Featherstone.

7. Rules for 1917 period wargame in German South-West Africa (including rules
for early tanks, armoured cars, etc) by Donald Featherstone.

8. Rules for 1944 Normandy-type wargame by Philip Barker.

20p each (50c) or the set of 8 for £1.25p- (05-50) including postage.
"WARGAMES TERRAIN" - Illustrated booklet describing how to construct realistic
battlefields. 55p. (02.00).

These publications can be obtained by sending cash with order to WARGAMER'S
NEWSLETTER.

All dollar and non sterling cheques require an additional 30 cents Bank Hand
ling charge added to them. 10$ to be added to all Canadian dollar cheques.



Sons flag-waving for a new series. . . .

commencing with

KIKG GEORGE VBATTLESHIPS
wholly presented by Alan Raven.

48 pagen of Large clear phocos, conn 1«e

text, sole drawings and a big fold-out

in full colour1, ''over illustrations are

Dt.ri.irlug portraits of the subject class

on semi-3t1 ff ar+, car'\e

;i>:'5JGM ONE available now,

•toe ;i..i", Lno.lst ilaea post r- pack.

Leafle fc avM i lable.

To WOW L^IH STRONG.

1. French Line Tnfuntry 1315.

?. Dutch/Belgian In"ant ry 1315•
2 . 3r '•. ti 8n T.i ie Tti fan try 1 3,1"' •

4. Brunswiak Blade lorps 1315.

a series of reference prints featuring 13 fig

ures in full colour (front 4 r*r..r views) with

detailed line drawings and complete descriptive

text. Bach printed on high quality art card

with colour title coding for filing in custom

case, now in preparation.

UNI FORMATION 5 & 6 will be HIGHLAND INFANTRY

1915 and AUSTRO-HUNGARIAN IHFANTRY 1806-15.

Prir-e ^er print 75p inclusive of post v. pack-.

Thank ypu for your warm response to the first

pair.

OVER 1,000 ILLUSTRATIONS, mainly from the per-.

sonal collection of V/affen-SS veterans, are

included in our forthcoming pictorial "WiBNN
ALLE 3RUDSH SCHWEIG3N'! - it will be a big book

in every sense. Dual text. Leaflet available.

BIVOUAC BOOKS LTD;

21/25, EARL STREET, LONDON BC2A 2AL.

(Tele: 01-247-5683).
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